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Bibliographic classifications
 Broad groupings: “Literature”, “Philosophy”…

 
 19th century: relative shelving

 Schleiermacher's 
Bibliographisches System
[Stevenson 1978: 
https://www.ideals.illinois.edu/handle/2142/3798 ]

 Dewey’s Decimal Classification 

 ...
Palermo municipal library

https://www.ideals.illinois.edu/handle/2142/3798


Disciplines
 Since Antiquity (Aristotle and scholars, esp. Andronicus)
 Middle Ages: Trivium (grammar, logic, rhetoric) +

                      Quadrivium (arithmetic, geometry, music, astronomy)

                            (+ architecture, medicine: arts not invited to the party)

 Juan Huarte, Francis Bacon (1605)
            arts of memory 

                arts of imagination
                arts of reason                        



Disciplines by knowing faculties
 Francis Bacon + G.W.F. Hegel

 
→ William Torrey Harris (1870)

→ Melvil Dewey’s DC (1876)

→ Paul Otlet’s UDC (1904)

[Sales 2017: https://doi.org/10.5007/1518-2924.2017v22n50p188 ] 

https://doi.org/10.5007/1518-2924.2017v22n50p188


Disciplines by knowing faculties
 arts of reason       

 100 Philosophy                                                 Melvil Dewey, 1876

 200 Theology

 500 Sciences

 arts of imagination
 700 Fine Arts

 800 Literature

 arts of memory
 900 Geography and History

public domain



Disciplines by specialization
 Mathematics

 Astronomy                                                Auguste Comte, ~1850

 Physics

 Chemistry

 Physiology - Biology

 *Sociology*

NB: Psychology not a main class

[Trompf 2023: https://www.isko.org/cyclo/comte ]

CC BY JP Dalbéra

https://www.isko.org/cyclo/comte


Disciplines by specialization
 A. Comte → H.E. Bliss (1929)

“natural order of the sciences”

                                                                 

                                                               [Broughton 2020:
                                                               https://www.isko.org/cyclo/bliss ]

BC Association

https://www.isko.org/cyclo/bliss


Disciplinary classifications
 Dewey Decimal Classification
 Universal Decimal Classification
 Bliss Bibliographic Classification
 Ranganathan’s Colon Classification
 Coates’ Broad System of Ordering
 etc.

                                                   ...Is this the only option?



Dimensions of knowledge
 α (reality in itself)

 β phenomena

 γ perspectives: disciplines, methods, viewpoints…

 δ documents

 ε collections

 ζ information needs ...



1 phenomenon to many disciplines
388.132 iron bridges (communications)

546.621 iron (chemistry)

553.3 iron (economic geology)

572.517 iron (biochemistry)

613.2851 iron (dietetics)

622.341 iron (mining)

624.1821 iron and steel (civil engineering)

669.1 ferrous metals (metallurgy)

739.4 iron works (sculpture)

930.16 Iron Age (archaeology)



1 phenomenon to many disciplines

DDC “interdisciplinary 
          number”: 669.141 

place of unique definition 

     [Farradane]:      546.621



Interdisciplinary subjects

306.4819 travels and tourism (culture and institutions)
790.18     travels and tourism (leisure)

333.79 energy (economics)
354.4  energy (public administration)
531.6  energy (mechanics)
631.371  energy types (agriculture)



Interdisciplinary subjects

363.73874 greenhouse gases (social problems and services)
           (“global warming” not listed in Italian ed. yet)

000   information (reference)
003.54   information theory (systems)

Classes identified pragmatically, lack of consistent definitions



A partial solution: cross references



“De-disciplining” DDC, UDC



Interdisciplinary education

Public librarians report that lay people 
look for interdisciplinary subjects (phenomena)
and are hindered by disciplines 

Finland has a program for
phenomenon-based education



More OPACs 
for kids 
can now be 
searched 
by fictional 
subjects

Some librarians 
“shelve nonfiction 
graphic novels 
with other items 
that deal with 
similar subject 
matter” (Becnel & 
Moeller 2022)



 nonfiction
←

 fiction
←

“moms”



Themes in art works

Art works can indeed 
contain relevant info
for different disciplines 



Themes in art works

The curtain of Broni
[Gnoli 2023]

ofness vs aboutness 
[Panofsky; Salaba]



Themes in art works



Themes in the fine arts

DDC: 700 + T3C.4
 
700.434 feasts in arts
700.462 animals in arts
700.47   supernatural in arts 

    NB: no cross references!

CC subject device: N(K) fine arts on zoology



Reversing the argument

...But here disciplines are a stretch

Can’t we define disciplines in terms of phenomena rather 
then the other way around?!

So we can combine them freely…    β  phenomena

                                                               ↕

                                                          γ  disciplines



The key idea

McIlwaine 1993 in DJ Foskett festschrift



Listing phenomena

[Classification Research Group 1969]



What are phenomena?
 the objects of knowledge
 that is, noumena (α) as known by humans
 both things and processes (“tables”, “respiration”)
 not just according to phenomenology
 collectively identified as concepts
 therefore, evolving (“ether”, “gravitational waves”...)



Phenomenon-based systems
 Roget’s Thesaurus (ed. 1911)

 Brown’s Subject Classification (1906)

 CRG’s NATO general classification (1969)

→ PRECIS (1974)
→ Integrative Levels Classification (2004-)

 Basic Concepts Classification (2004-)



Integrative Levels Classification



Disciplines in ILC

mq07s  animals, studied in science
mq07w animals, studied in philology



Facets of phenomena

In disciplinary schemes, 
some facets do not refer to studied phenomena:

“chemistry, methods”

In phenomenon-based schemes:

“chemical substances, methods”       :-(
“chemical substances, boiling point”  :-)

“chemical substances, as studied by method…”



Facets of phenomena

f  molecules; chemical substances
f3       chemical substances, bond
f3c          chemical substances, covalent bond
f5       chemical substances, reaction
f5b          chemical substances, synthesis
f65     chemical substances, aggregation state
f65g        chemical substances, gaseous

f65g5b3c 
   chemical substances, gaseous, reaction, covalent bond



Dimensions as 0- facets

Perspective, document, collection etc.
are expressed by 0- facets:

f03chl      chemical substances, as studied by laboratory method

f007cj      chemical substances, as in academic journals

f0007m  chemical substances, as collected in libraries



Free facets
Any two classes can be combined:

  r90f     production, of chemical substances

  v70f     companies, owing chemical substances
  
  m370f    organisms, affected by chemical substances



ILC in a library?

Szostak et al. 2016 report a test at Uni Pavia
where books on environment conservation
have been classified by both DDC and ILC

Grouping phenomena may puzzle researchers
but suggest interdisciplinary connections
(active role for KO)



Tricks for shelfmarks

Classmarks tend to be long,
but can be cut as with Dewey

Express facets relevant for shelf order,
possibly adapting citation order

Document facet (“monograph”…) not needed



Indexing videos



Indexing videos



Ongoing work

Gnoli, Smiraglia and Szostak, in prep.
“Phenomenon-based classification”, 
Annual Review of Information Science and Technology

ILC getting more stable, to be developed in greater detail

More applications needed



Conclusions

-- A developing trend in KO
-- Supports interdisciplinary navigation
-- Applied in education, catalogues for kids, artworks, fiction…
-- Generalization of classification principles:
   * disciplines as one type of phenomena
   * facets work
   * dimensional facets: perspective, document, collection...



THANK YOU !                    claudio.gnoli@unipv.it
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